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Cracks spark concern in Hertz
by Nathaniel Romanelli
Staff reporter

Cracks and holes riddling the
walls and ceilings of Hertz Hall
have prompted a remodeling job
carrying a price tag of more than
$500,000 for the aging facility.
The remodeling costs have been
projected at $121,833 for the structural remodeling, and $436,000
for the acoustic remodeling, said
Courtney Jones, vice president of
business and financial affairs.
The money for the project comes
from 063 capital dedicated funds. Capitalfundsarereservedfor capital projects such as remodeling
and renovations ..
The money is appropriated by
the State Legislature for use in
school projects, and comes from
two sources: $25 ofevery student's
tuition, and the timber income trust

fund from the Olympic Peninsula.
According to the office of Facilities Management, an architectureengineering team conducted tests
to find the reason for the large cracks
in the structure, and prepared reports recommending repairs and
remodeling of the building.
"Investigation into the structure
of Hertz Hall Building, built in
1962, revealed cracks at the connection between the roof tee-beams
and the columns," the release said.
"This condition is caused by
shrinkage of the concrete and longterm creep in the tee-beams. Structural modifications will relieve
built-up stresses at these joints,"
the release said.
After consultation with structural
engineer Don Scott, from the Seattle firm of Chalker, Putnam,
Collins, Scott, "Central took

See HERTZ/page 5_ ._

Mike Spence/The Observer

Music professor Andrew Spencer stands beside support beams reinforcing the ceiling in
Hertz Hall ...

Crime report blasts Central New system will link
by Brian Gill
Staff reporter

Central ranks dead last in overall campus safety according to a
report published last year by the
University of Washington's campus newspaper The Daily, which
-compares the safety records of each
Washington state university.
Although the editor of The Daily
could not be reached for comment,
Central's last place finish is somewhat of a mystery for Central's
campus police chief, Steve
Rittereiser.
"From a reporting standpoint,
we've actually come down in (the
number) of sexual assault cases, "
said the ten-year veteran of
Central's police department.
Statistically, Rittereiser is cor-

rect. Since the mandatory FBI Uniform Crime Report, Central's number of sexual offenses has declined.
Last year, there were no sexual
offenses reported on-campus at
Central.
This is compared with the two
compiled reports of sexual assault
on campus in 1991, although the
decline has now been offset by this
year's charge of rape against a Central freshman last month.
As for campus incidents of aggravated assault, Central was
praised by the Vancouver based
newspaper, The Columbian, last
February, whichreportedonlyone
account of violent crime taking
place on Central' s premises.
The article also compared
Central' s aggravated assault statistics.with those of 'the UW, which

reported six incidents of aggravated assault in 1992.
Like Central, Washington State
University and Eastern Washington University boasted only one
reported incident of aggravated assault in 1992.
Central's low violent crime statistics appear to be quite positive,
but exactly how accurate they are
in determining the true amount of
violent crimes, especially sex offenses, which occur on campus,
does raise some alarming questions.
Rittereiser expressed much concern when dealing with the small
statistics pertaining to campus sex
offenses.
"It's nice to think the police

See CRIME/page 8

Staci West/The Observer

In an attempt to raise awareness of alcohol related issues, D.A.P.P.E.R. planted these
crosses along Walnut Mall during Alcohol Awareness Week.

computers world-wide
by Courtney R. Daisley
Staff reporter

Internet, an on-line computer
system, will allow students to access information from around the
world, but the high-tech program
start date has been pushed back at
least one month.
According to Jim Haskett, director of Information Resources, the
system was planned to go 'live'
Nov. 1, but has been pushed back
indefinitely due to a late grant notice by the National Science Foundation and set-up trouble.
Students may be able to utilize the
new system by December or January, Haskett said.
Internet hook-up is the last phase
of a three-part project. that began
with installing an on-line card catalog in the library last spring. The
second phase, completed Sept. 29,
changed the on-line system to allow students to log into the card
catalog from campus or worldwide
locations.
The third ·phase, Internet, is the
network of networks, Haskett said.
"There are tens of thousands, possibly hundreds· of thousands, of
computers linked to this system,"
Haskett said.
"Students can log into the University of Washington's catalog, or
the I.:.ibrary of Congress. It allows
for total interaction."
The Internet program is so current
it will allow interested students to
see Supreme Court Justice decisions the day they are handed down,
Haskett said.
Students will be able to utilize

information ranging from the medieval to modem, Israeli socialscience texts, herbarium catalogs
and physician's cancer treatment
theories.
Special software will also be available to help in the search for information through Internet's data
bases.
The $21,000 per year cost will be
absorbed by Information Resources, the library, and the graduate school. Students will not see
any increase in lab fees.
• "This is a good way to spend
money," Haskett said.
"There is a lot of value and worth
to this."
Internet isn ;t the only change occurring at Central this year. Recently, Bouillon's first floor Apple
lab was switched to a Macintosh
system.
"We're very pleased with it," said
Haskett.
"It's a bang-up lab."
President Ivory Nelson, who has
been very supportive of increased
information technology for students, found th·~ money to update
the lab, Haskett said.
Nelson also allocated funds to
purchase 60 personal computers to
help faculty better advise students.
Faculty will be able to call up a
student's past college courses and
help students decide what and
where they want their college
career to take them.
·
Ninety microcomputers will be
added to Hebeler in December or
January, Haskett said, a capitol

See LINK/page- 8
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Health care plan could have
heavy impact on accessibility
Central's health
center director
speculate·s future
of student care

by Dan White
News editor
Central students could suffer from
a lack of health care accessibility
under President Clinton's comprehensive health care plan, according
to W. Michael Swesey, director of
Central 's student health and counseling center.
Although Swesey said it is far too
early to assess what the consequences of Clinton's health care
plan would be, he said it could
increase an already heavy
workload.
"It is hard to fathom," Swesey
said. "We (Health and Counseling
center) are working as fast as we
can to keep up with students' needs
now."
Problems could arise if the health
care center would be required to
care for the entire community under Clinton's plan.
Now, the health and counseling
center only provides care for students. Swesey said the Clinton plan
could make the health center a
member of a health alliance, and be
required to service the community
outside the university.
"Everyone could have access,"
Swesey said. "It could change the

way we provide health care."
Swesey stressed that these possibilities were still speculation and
the plan has a long way to go before
any changes could be implemented.
The plan still must go through
numerous changes as it works its
way through the U.S. Congress, he
said.
"It will take a good year or two,"
Swesey said. "Everything is up in
the air right now."
Another issue Swesey is concerned with is the assessment process and how that might change if
the current plan is approved.

''

We are working as
fast as we can to keep
up with students'
needs now.
W. Michael Swesey
The assessment requires students
to pay a $25 fee along with their
tuition to cover student health care
costs.
Swesey said it would be difficult
to do assessment if the center were
to care for people outside the university, because the $25 paid by
each student would not be enough
to run the health center.
Another possibility could see the
health care center shut down, because other facilities would take
over as health care providers.
Swesey said the center would have
to petition to join an alliance or
Health Management Organization
under the plan.
But this situation would raise other

important questions, according to
Swesey.
For_example, if the health center
joinsanH.M.0.,andopensitsdoors
to patients outside the university. it
might not fall under state supervision, which could cause funding
problems.
Under Clinton's plan, comprehensive coverage would be proyided to all Americans, who would
carry health care cards and be able
to receive care at health alliances.
People would still have the option
to receive private, fee-for-service
health care, in which case they
would choose a doctor to see and
pay for that privilege out of their
own pocket.
Under the comprehensive, basic
care plan, patients would be covered for routine visits, hospitalization, preventive care and long-term
care.
The basic plan would also cover
home health care, ear and eye care,
some laboratory services and mental health and substance abuse facilities.
A health card would be issued to
people who would would then join
a health alliance.
For students not covered under a
pare~t's health care package, or
under the university's health insurance, a basic plan would be available.
A recent Time magazine article
reported 37 million people are without insurance in the United States.
The Clinton plan would cover
those individuals through their
employers, or through the welfare
style basic plan, it said .

... Celebrating the partnership of the Century..... .

ltllllllllfllllll
Central has targeted five states and two Canadian provinces in its
for the new administrative position of director of development,
said Barbara Radke, chair of the eight-member search committee.
The positon was authorized last year, as part of President Ivory V.
Nelson's consolidation of staff, management and services process.
The job description for the director of development will include
fundraising responsibilities, Radke said.
This will include finding prospective financial donors, finding revenue outside of state funding and working with Central staff to develop
annual budgets.
·
Radke said Central began advertising in September in the Northwest,
as well as Canada. In November, the committee will begin reviewing
candidates and identifying the top prospects, before recommending a
list of finalists to the vice president of advancement, sometime in late
November.
Radke, director of news for university advancement, said the new
director could be aboard by the end of January.
se~ch

•

The library has initiated a new recycling program to combat waste
through the combined efforts of library staff.
·
The 'Gold Plan,' the name of the program, attempts to increase
recycling on campus, purchase recycled material and educate staff
·about resource waste reduction.
''There is a more dedicated effort," said Carol Peterson, chair of the
library's recycling committee. "The greater interest in the exchange of
information about recycling has been invaluable."
Last year, the library began a rededication toward recycling, and
started recycling cardboard material as well.
Although the library does not benefit financially from its effort$, as
part of the new deal with the university, it will receive more help in its
recycling efforts from Facilities Managemnt.
The library staff is also looking at different products that will aid in its
recycling program, Peterson said.
She said there is a new packaging material that melts in the water, a
concept the library would like to use, considering the high number of
books it receives packed in boxes.
"The use of paper, just in the library, is tremendous," Peterson said,
"so we are trying to emphasize using less paper, especially with the
computers."
"People aren't using just what they need," she said. "People need to
be more selective about what information they get from the computers."
The recycling committee has also had guest speakers &nd presentations to help discuss new ways to recycle.
"I've been here five years and I've seen a lot of changes in the area of
recycling," she said.
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Traveler refuses to lead ordinary life
by Staci West
Editor
She wouid lie on the floor eating
dinner to avoid sniper fire ricochet.ing through the windows.
Fear of being shot ran through her
mind as she thought of how unreal
the situation felt.
As a community organizer in
Belfast, Northern Ireland, Linda
Ruffer often had to run between
buildings to avoid bullets.
"You had to be alert," she said.
"We lived in a very economically
depressed area, where there were
rows and rows of burned-out buildings and you ran because there were
snipers from the Catholic area
nearby," she said.
"You'd have people at your door
at all hours. First they dropped a
pregnant cat; then they dropped off
a pregnant dog-assuming we
would take care of it because their
parents wouldn't. Which we did."
She said she drew the line at taking a pregnant goat, though.
For nearly 400 years the Protestants (mainly British) and Catholics (mainly Irish) have fought a
sectarian war.
Ruffer said the war is not based on
religion, but stems from the British

colonization of Ireland.
Ruffer worked in the Protestant
community for two summers.
"When I left there the first time, I
was walking through. ·.. the area,"
she said." As I'm walking through,
everyone's hanging out their windows or doorways, crying and smiling and waving, and saying we'll·
miss you.
"I felt something like the Pope."
Ruffer said she cared for children
and compiled a newsletter for the
community.
"I went back because it was one of
the most profound experiences for
me," Ruffer said. "I really felt I
made an immediate difference.
"I was safe for people as an outsider to the 'troubles,' or sectarian
violence. People could cry with
me."
Ruffer~ now director of the
Women's Resource Center, practices what she preaches when she
says "don't live an ordinary l,ife."
Born in Southern Ireland, she grew
up in a "fairly tough neighborhood"
in Chicago where she attended an
all-girl high school.
Her schoolmates were mostly Irish
and German, but the school was
located in apredominantly Jewish
neighborhood with plenty of His-

Russ Morales/The Observer

(L-R) Miriam Emry, Linda Ruffer and LaChandra Carter of
the Women's Resource Center with their Mel Gibson
cardboard cut-out
panic and Asian people.
Because of that experience, she
grew interested in traveling to other
countries.
During a trip through Europe,
Ruffer and some friends unknowingly camped out in a Paris redlight district.
They were staying at the Tour de
France club in Bois de Boulogne
park. Butcertainareasofthepark

See RUFFER/page 8

were considered the red-light district.
"It was wild," she said. "People in
almost no clothing kept accosting
us."
From there, she said, she went to
work the grape harvest in Switzerland for two months.
Then she spent three months in an
Israeli kibbutz near Jordan; where
she said people from all around the

(jreen Pfants,
'Bask.f!,ts, Pottery

for Musicians

We will beat anyone's prices,
PERIOD.
213 w. 4th.
925~9349

world worked six hours a day, six
days a week.
She said all jobs had equal value
and were rotated among the workers.
She said she cooked, cared for
animals and eventually did French
translation. But the woman she
translated for, she said, was fairly
volatile.
So she often sifted through the
message and translated it differently, she said.
Ruffer said the kibbutz was one of
the most peaceful places she had
ever been.
"It's a very gentle way of life."
In Taiwan, Ruffer said she tutoredEnglish and studied Gung-fu,

408 :J{prtli Pean
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Nightclub to offer music, comraderie to stridents .
by Lori Leitner
Staff reporter

Stage lights and blazing music
will emanare·fr<i>ntthe Samuelson
Union Building after a new nightclub opens winter quaiter.
Plans for an "undergraduate" club
have been set in motion after the
Services and Activity-Committee
approved $21,321 for the project.
According to the Undergraduate
Club Budget Proposal, compiled
by the office of Student Affairs
resourceteam,theclubwould, "pro- ,
vide. . .a substance free alternative."
The $21,321, which is genera~ed
from student funds. includes:
$1,636 for lighting systems, $3,562
for the sound system and $1,100
for the truss system, which holds
the lights on the ceiling, said Jerry
Findley, director of Recreation and
Intramural Sports.
Findley estimated that they will
spend more money in the above
Staci West/The Observer
categories.
The S.U.B. South Cafeteria will be home to Central~s new
However, some students think the
ni htclub, which is scheduled to open winter quarter.
idea of a nightclub in the SUB is a
waste of student funds, or that the
amount of money allocated is not as student government and recre- parties.
enough to realistically pay for a ation, said John Drinkwater, direc"The price (for the nightclub)
tor of Student Activities.
large nightclub.
doesn't seem too high for what the
''The nightclub is a good idea, like students are getting," said Rick
. "Ilaughatit(theamouritofmoney
· allocated for the njghtc;lub)," said communism is a good idea," said Woodmansee, 24? a ·mathematics
Steve Keltner, 27, a computer sci- Tommy Newman, 22, an earth sci- major.
ence major.
ence major.
"There's not much for students
"It won't be nearly enough," he
"An alternative to drinking is im- under 21 to do in Ellensburg."
possible. Who would rather spend
said.
Some possibilities for nightclub
"I've worked in construction, I their time eating chips and watch- activities could be specialty foods,
know what things cost It wouldn't ing television rather than drinking comedy nights, bands, dances or
be enough to build a 700 square beer?"
viewing football games on a large
But some students agree with the screen television, said Dann
foot house," he said.
Central' s S & A Fees Committee idea of offering people an alterna- Sheridan, chair for the Student Afallocates funds for projects, such tive to -the bar ·scene in · to.wn and fairs resource sharing team.

"It's totally up to the students
what they want (in the nightclub)."
Sheridan said there have been
attempts in the past to construct
such a club for students, but the
projects were seen as requiring too
much remodeling, or too expensive.
·
A lack of funding scrapped past
attempts at establishing a club, said
Jack Baker,
director of
D.A.P.P.E.R. (Drug AbusePrevention Program Education and Reference), a resource team member.

Who would rather
spend their time
eating chips and
watching television
rather than drinking
beer?
Tommy Newman .
"It (the nightclub) is being attacked in a more realistic manner
now," Baker said.
The main goal of the nightclub
is bringing students together,
Sheridan said.
"We want to build a gr~ter sense
of community within the student
body itself," Sheridan said.
"Student involvement is the key
to the success of this project," according to the proposal.
"This facility is to be run and
organized by and for the students
of Central Washington University."
"The students will be the primary
source of involvement in all aspects of this facility from its initial
planning to its on-going operation."
Sheridan said that other goals

of

Al"tiistry

listed in the proposal include: a
place for students to come and ,
gather on a friendly basis, establishing an evolving and dynamic
facility responsive to student interests and involvement, and providing programming for the manr--varied aspects of Central.
The proposal also said, upon attainment of the goals, the programming board will set new goals to
ensure the continued efforts toward
a dynamic and responsive facility.
''The club should be able to change .
with the students' interests,"
Sheridan said.
"It has to be constantly changing.
Otherwise, it wouldn 'tsurvive with
the changing students."
Pie said he nopes there will be a
manager responsible for the dayto-day running of the club, which
could be a paid position within a
few years.
The focus of the nightclub will-be
on the entire student community at
Cen'tral, he said.
Bill Bitter, 21, a sculpture major
said it is tough to project the club's
success.
"It depends on who you're catering to," he said. "Be careful not to
cater to one group on campus."
Tanya Mus, 20, an education major, said she likes the idea of a
nightclub.
"It would give other options to
sitting around a dorm room and
watching television," she said.
Opening night for the nightclub
should be af the beginning of winter quarter, Sheridan said.
Admission fees will probably run
about $2, he said.
The club might be open Wednes:
day, Friday and Saturday, because,
S~eridan said, those nights tend to
be the busiest.
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Hertz: plans to enhance -acoustics
Music hall preps for remodeling,
high-tech equipment on the way
.From page 1
immediate action to have wood
beams in the staff lounge and in one
of the offices shored by a private
contractor," according to the release.
Russ Schultz, chair of the music
department, said a committee composed of music department faculty
was formed to assess Hertz Hall's
current condition.
Two acoustic specialists were then
hired to evaluate sound conditions
in the hall and then made recomm!ndations.
Their recommendations include
a new acoustic paneling, whjch is
to be installed in the upcoming construction.
The largest of the two main
projects is the structural modification of the recital hall, which includes the remodeling of its interior and humidification of the instrument storage room.
The other main project, the Hertz
Hall remodeling, consists of three
separate sub-projects, all designed
to upgrade the building's ability tq
serve the music department.
According to the information release, "this project will provide for
the remodel of the interior of the
facility to improve acoustics within
the recital hall."
The improvements will consist
of installing new wall and ceiling
sound reflective panels and replacing the existing ceiling light fixtures over the seating area with

will be delayed for the first few
National Collegiate Alcohol
weeks of winter quarter, he said.
Awareness Week runs through
"It(the relocation) is a significant
tomorrow.
Today at noon in the SUB Pit,
inconveniencethatwewilljusthave
to deal with," Schultz said.
Central'sASCWU BoardofDiHertzHallwasoriginallydesigned
rectors will participate in a demnew ones.
to enhance soloist concert perforonstration by the Washington
. Schultz explained that the existmances, from pianists to jazz,
State Patrol.
ing acoustical panels are of flat
Schultz said.
BOD members will drink alcodesign, which reflect sound, but
Previously, concerts were schedholic beverages, and then take
bounce it straight out and leave
uledinMcConnellAuditorium,butbreathalizer tests.
"dead areas," locations of poor or
the auditorium was too detached
The purpose of the demonstrano sound.
from Hertz Hall, he said, so contion is to raise students' awareThe new panels are convex in
certs were moved to the more conness of the effects of alcohol on
shape, permitting uniform districertfriendlyfacilitiesinHertzHall.
different body sizes.
bution of sound throughout the
The acoustic modifications
Tomorrow at noon in th~ SUB
room, he said.
planned for the recital hall will
Pit an alcohol awareness panel
Schultz said the humidity in the
improve the performances of enwill address personal experiences
hall affects wooden instruments.
semble groups and concerts, said
related to alcohol and drugs.
Climatic changes such as going
JohnMoawad,directorofCentral's
The panel will consist of stufrom a high humidity zone to a low
jazz program.
dents who have been affected by
onecaninflictstructuralstress,even
Anticipated completetion for the
substance abuse sometime in
causing instruments to crack, he
remodeling i,s slated for February
their Ii ves.
said.
1994.
Also, Friday at 8 p. m., Mike
Schultz said that humidification
Bid opening has been scheduled
Neun, a comedian, will perform
oftheinstrumentstorageroom will
for Oct. 14, and construction will
in Club SUB, to complete Alco"provide as best as we can a conbegin Dec. 6.
hol Awareness Week.
stanthumiditythroughouttheyear."....::::.:.:.::.=.:.=::.:.::.:.::..:~~---....::...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
The CAI (Computer Assisted Instruments) Music Lab, which is
also part of the project, was taken
out of the general construction conThe Japan Exchange and Teaching Program
tract.
The music department needs to
have the room operational during
fall 1993, according to the release.
Schultz said the newly remodeled
If you have an excellent knowledge of English, bold a
lab will employ 18 computer stations, complete with musical combachelor's degree (or will receive one by
puter piano keyboards.
June 30, 1994), and are a U.S. citizen,
The computers will be "solely for
musical purposes," Schultz said.
the J.E.T. Program needs you!
They will be capable of Musical
Opponunities are available
Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI)
in Japanese schools and
- sampling, electronic composition
and printing of music.
govenmu~nt ~~fices.

New Medical Practice Opening!

KITTITAS VALLEY FAMILY PRACTICE
Medical Association Building
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Dr. Gregory Pachen
925-9891
. · FAMILY HEAL'IH CARE• SPORTS & WORK RELATED
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• Same Day Appointments Available • Most Insurance Plans
Accepted

Thenewcomputerequipmentwill
allow the students to get "feedback
from the computer," Schultz said.
They will hear the results of the
theirworkthroughheadphones,tied
in directly to the-computers, and
other students would not be able to
hear mistakes, he said.
"It [MIDI] allows you to interface
an acoustical music sound and the
computer," Schultz said.
The computer converts audible
sounds into a sequence of digital
impulses.
These sounds can be modified to
serve many purposes, such as
changing or enhancing existing
sounds in music.
General education classes will be
moved from the recital hall into
McConnell Auditorium during the
remodeling effort, Schultz said.
Also, rehearsal sessions will relocate in different rooms winterquarter.
Musical performances were delayed at the start of fall quarter, and

...;;==========a

SPEND AYEAR IN JAPAN!
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OBSERVANCE
'X' generation graduates
class of flunkies, failures

C,

entral students, the "X" generation, 3\1' too complacent
and accepting of the status quo. We sit through lecture (if we even
come to class at all) either sleeping or staring blankly at the professor. Our lives are filled with 'Beavis and Butthead' and other MTV
spin-offs.
Every day we hear about the $3 trillion debt our nation faces.
Graphic images of starving children flash across television screens.
And yet we discuss what Brenda did on 'Beverly Hills 90210.'
When will we start caring? At what point will we, as the up-and. coming generation, put our hearts into life?
When we sit passively through class, we waste the opportunity to
learn, grow and share.
Instead of sleepwalking through college and life, we must learn to
become radical. But what does it mean to be radical?
Look back to the days of the 60s 'hippies'. We may laugh at that
era where long, stringy hair, beads and Vietnam protests predominated.
But the younger generation of that tfme was radical.
.
They questioned the status quo and norms. They fought for therr
beliefs and stood for something.
They weren't afraid to question authority, bureaucracy and life.
Granted, these 'hippies' may have smoked a lot of marijuana and
made love instead of war. But at l~st they challenged the status quo.
What do we, as the 'X' generation, stand for, if anythin~? What
must happen to jump-start our numl)hearts?
·
.
By coming to college, we aren't just getting a 'license' that will
permit us to get a 'real' job.
We are here to become educated, not just schooled.
To be educated we must question, analyze, criticize and never settle
for lukewarm answers.
As Coleman McCarthy, a Washington Post editorial columnist,
said, "You can make all A's in college and still flunk out of life."
How many flunkies will the 'X' generation graduate?
Holding a college degree in our hand doesn't make us educated.
And it certainly doesn't automatically make us successful.
We should challenge ourselves, our minds. Ask questions. Don't
simply absorb the opinions of others. ·
Search out answers to your questions and form your own ideas.
Only when we force ourselves into uncomfortable positions will we
learn.
Students should explore new avenues in life--even those that seem
foreign and scary.
It is at the moment in life when we are most uncomfortable that we
learn who we are and what we nre made of.
Seize the opportunities available in college and 'in life.
By living in comfort and never making waves, we as students will
never learn, and will never learn to live.
·
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LETTERS
Shuttle van
unnecessary
expenditure
To the Editor:
In an age when government waste
is intolerable, I find it hard to believe that Central would enact
something as wasteful as the campus shuttle.
Were we, the student body, asked
if we wanted the school to buy four
vans (much less pay to employ the
driver)?
We, as the people that are paying
for this service, deserve to see statistics on the cost and use of this.
I see these shuttles every morning as I walk to class, and so far
I've seen one rider.
Is this considered a successful
program?
Also, why is it that no faculty or
staff was informed of the specifics
of this program until it came out in
the Oct. 7 Observer?
When I bought my parking permit the cashier was unable to tell
me what the shuttle pass was for
(so I tossed it).
, I'm sure I'm not the only one. If
this was a needed program I would

be in full support.
However, not only is this unnecessary, but also a costly expenditure (not one that $.25 a ride will
cover).
Let's save our school and government some money and walk or
ride a bike.
MattPruzan

Missionary ·
disagrees
with article

pastors so as not to "rob the people's
confidence."
If they don't have the funds to get
started, they can't start to be selfsufficient. And, in fact, the school
is one of the last short-term mission trips to Guatemala because
the Alliance church has been
planted, and the Guatemalans can
take over.
And anyway, with the
Guatemalan 's putting forth the

See

M~SSION/
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To the Editor:

In response to the article "Overseas humanitarianism" in last
week'sObserver. lfelttheneedto
point out some misunderstandings.
First, the "give-away solutions"
and "culture of despondency" implied in the article are misleading.
I am currently involved with the
Guatemala mission and know that
the toe us of our building the school
is not to make them dependent.
Quite the contrary, it is being
built so the Guatemalan people
can educate and train their own

... · ..... : ... :. .. :·.·:·< .. ·.·:·:·>:·:.
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Invest in College experience with your conscience
by Dr. Jonathan

Bal~ombe

I will always remember the small, dead,
black and pink, squint-eyed piglet I purchased in a see-through plastic pouch for $9
from a shelf at the back of the campus
bookstore.
I remember tying the four tiny cloven hooves
to the edge of the dissection tray with rubber
bands, and the animal lying there prostrate,
splay-legged, tongue protruding.
I remember the first incision down the chest
and belly, the soft skin splitting open.
My pig was just one of hundreds of thousand animals killed that year for use in
college dissections.
This year will be no different. New shipments of cats from the shelters and the streets,
.dogfish from the gill nets, and fetal pigs from
the slaughterhouses will arrive for the general biology or the comparative anatomy
courses.
Dissecting instruments will be pulled out
of cupboards and slithery, gray, lifeless bod-

ies will be plunked onto them.
In the physiology labs, life wifl be taken
from sentient creatures while students look
on with mixed emotions.
Once again, animals will be mad~ lifeless,
both literally and symbolically-educational
resources used, then discarded.
I also remember asking myself if all of this
is okay. Should an animal die so that I Can
see exactly how a pancreas connects to a
small intestine?
Does my education justify the gassing of a
stray or abandoned cat, the "harvesting" of
wild frogs, or the exsanguination (bleeding
out) of a pregnant mother pig? Will this
exercise foster respect for the environment
in my generation of policy-makers?
Is it possible to affirm life while extinguishing it? I eventually answered "no."
By the time I was a graduate student teaching biology labs, I made sure my students
gave thought to these matters and decided
for themselves whether they would dissect.
Many of them wouldn't.
They had to submit a statement to the

course coordinateor explaining their objection to the exercise, and they had to attend
classes and take the exam like all the other
students.
But they didn't buy a pig, they didn't dissect, and they did well on the exam.
If you are to take a course in which animals
will be harmed, you, too, needn't harm animals.
As students, you are entitled to an education that isn't adverse to your sincere beliefs,
and there are many ways to learn animal
structure and function that don't involve the
tennmination of an animal's life.
Today, there is an abundance of computer
programs, videodiscs, models, self-study
modules, charts and manuals to help you
learn without harming any animals . .
Non-invasive field study is another excellent "alternative" to many traditional exercises.
Moreover, a growing number of published
reports are revealing that students learn
anatomy, and other biology lessons, equally
or better using alternatives than they do by

dissecting animals or harming them in other
ways.
And as more and more students are saying
"no" to harming animals in their schooling,
the availability of alternatives and the number of dissection choice policies are risng
steadily.
But it is only by speaking out-politely but
firmly-that you will mak~a difference.
Change comes not from quiet acquiescence to dubious practices; -it comes about
when those practices are questioned and
challenged. As _your colle? experience
unfolds, you can wander thf(mgh it as one
would an art gallery, or you can participate
actively in it.
.
I recommend the latter option. Invest in it
with your conscience as well as your mind.
If you believe it's time for a change in how
animals fit into college education, do your
part to bring that change about.

0 5l>sistant
'Dr. '13alcom6e is a 6iofog4_t and
'Director for 'F.ducation
witli 'lTie. 9lumaru, .)odety.
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OP..ED
Mission: a
"''
means of
sharing love

to contact Drake Travis, the college group pastor of the Christian
and Missionary Alliance Church.

'

Michael Wallace

Fans need to
get with it,
support team

From page6
education effort, how can this "teach
complacency and powerlessness." ·
Second, the "message of missionaries," or at least this missionary, is
not that Catholics are going to the
"Hot Place." That's not for me to
decide.
My purpose is to share the love
that Jesus Christ has shown me.
I have yet to meet a missionary
(though maybe there are some, who
knows) that has a condemnation
agenda.
Never has building this school
been an approach to relieve the
people's poverty, but rather to help
them understand the Gospels.
Once the pastors are educated and
can go out into the communities,
they can sh<l!e the love, resources
and wealth of knowledge with their
congregations.
This is a mission of love and friendship not a "misguided development
effort."
-If you have any questions feel free

To the Editor:
What has happened to Central's
fan support and enthusiasm? I attended the Central/ Southern Oregon game and was really disappointed with thefansatthestadium.
Execept for a select group of students in the top left comer of the
stands and a few female students in
the bottom center, there was hardly
any yelling, cheering, or even the
slightest hint of excitement from
the student body.
What gives'!
When I started going to school
here two years ago, we had no
trouble getting people to cheer at
the football games.
Everyone was rowdy throughout
the game, or at least until half-time

What people are
saying about City
Council member
Wendy Rittereiser ... ·

with the slaughters Central used
to hand out.
It was the way a college' football
stadium was supposed to look like
when it had a winning team.
Now, even though we have a
winning team, we have a stadium
full of people who act like it isn't.
I think that people need to get
with it, smile. The fans make the
team and we want our team to
win.
Jade Deyo

International
friends only
.say goodbye
To the Editor:
This is a response to last week's
letter," Americans Make for Poor
Friends."
I disagree with this. I have experienced having a friendship with
someone from Europe who was
here in America for two months.
I think those students who choose
not to develop a friendship with
an international student are probably smart in that they are looking
out for their own interests.
Don't misinterpret what I am

saying. I am not a cold-hearted
person whodoesn'tcare. ldo, and
that is what caused me the heartache I am experiencing now.
We Americans should extend our
hospitality and take time out to
have a friendly conversation with
these international students.
But I think it should stop there.
To develop a close friendship can
only hurt you in the end.
This summer I worked as a camp
counselor. I became close friends
with a girl from England.
We went everywhere together
when we weren't working and
spent many hours just talking and
getting to know one another.
Well, now she is gone and I am
missing her terribly.
The first month back at school I
went though a depression and felt
very lonely even though I was
around my friends here.
There is always letter writing and
the possibility of my going to England or her returning. But who
knows when and if that will be.
Overall, I wanted to state my view
on this and give people something
to think about when considering a
friendship with an international
student.
Why make a friend only to say
"Goodbye?"

Bikes should
be banned
from campus
To the Edit.>r:
This is my fifth year on the Central campus and still nothing has
been done to alleviate the problem
of bike and pedestrian confrontations.
There is a designated bike path
next to the "Mall" signs that state
"No bikes" on the pedestrian walkway, but that still does not seem to
matter to these bicycle riders .
What happened to the days when
the Campus Police used to monitor
these walkways and issue tickets
when need be?
And how about the speeds that
they travel?
You can't tell me that they are
only going 10 mph.
In my opinion bicyclists should
be completely prohibited where
there is high pedestrian traffic.
Presently this is the only solution
I have in preventing the risk of a
serious accident or injury.
Tyler Regier

Jessie Olsen

11~,=<-==:'i :r

I support Wendy because
she continuously searches
for new ways and
approaches to solve old
problems. Wendell Hiii

@fit

111~~
!tW!'

Wendy is a doer! Jerry Williams
In all my work with Wendy, I have found her enthusiasm,
tenacity and resourcefulness to be truly exceptional. She ·
works effectively with a great diversity of people and pulls
them together toward the achievement of a common goal.
She can "get things done." Roben Wleklng

Retain Wendy Rittereiser
City Council Position 2
Paid for by the Committee to Retain Wenciy Rittereiser
Kathleen Beach, Chair, 1116 E. 2nd, Ellensburg, WA 98926

608 N. Main

"The Northwest's
Best in Comedy
and Music ! "

* CALL· IN ORDERS READY WITHIN 15 MINUTES!!!

* WATCH FOR THE GRAND OPENING

':

OF OUR INSIDE SEATING AREAa

----------r-------Bacon Burger
g Chicken
Fries
Medium Soft
Drink

$4.50
Please mention coupon when ordering

Limit one special per ooupon
Not good with any other offer
No Substitutions

Expires 11/4193

ti

:I $4.25

Please mention coupon when ordering

I Limit one special per CX>Upon
I

Not good with any other offer
No Substitutions
Expires 11/4/93
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I
Nuggets
I
Fries
I
I Med. Soft Drink

8pm. Friday
Oct. 22, 1993.
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CRIME: Police
aim at prevention
From page 1
department isCloing everything
they can to prevent sexual assault,"
Rittereiser said.
''My concern is ... are we doing
everything we can to prevent
sexual assault from occurring, or
are people concerned about telling
the police about(i ncidents of)
sexual assault'?"
Even though no official incidents
of sexual assault were reported
last year, Linda Ruffer, director of
the Women's Resource Center
said, "Thirty percent of the calls
we receive come from victims of
sexual assault or friends of vietims.~· Ruffer also counsels Central students.
Likewise,PatColewhoisacounselor at the Student Health and
Counseling center, estimated 50
to70percentofhercasesdeal with
student incidents of sexual assault.
However, these figures also include·off-campus sex offenses in
which Central students are vietims.
The number of cases occurring
on campus are too vague to estimate, said Cole, but they are higher
than last year.
,.
The police department has
made efforts to dispel the discomforts of reporting sexual assault
cases.
Last spring, Central' s Department of Public Safety and Police
Services launched their Sexual AssaultResponscCommitmentcampaign which guarantees to all Cen"'· tral students ten commitments
:.. when responding to 'sex offens~s.
·The- first· three are: ·
.

RUFFER: Taking risks a part of life
From page 3
martial art. She stayed three
months, during which she said the
temperature hovered around 110
degrees with 99 percent humidity.
She also said living in Taiwan and
not knowing the language left her
dependent on "otherpeople' s kindness" to help her.
"It was a real eye-opener," she
said. "I could ask the question
'where is Lianing street', which I
lived on, and could never understand the answer. 'Could you
point?"'
Ruffer said she learned that working in a foreign country, rather than
just Visiting as a tourist, helped her
get a sense of the "rhythm of the
country."
"You 're much more accepted by
the people," she said. "They want
to show you things. You teach
them a lot, too."
Back in the states, Ruffer attended
the University of Wisconsin where
she received her master's degree in
social work in 1988.
She then worked for On Belay
Youth as an intern, she said. She
took cowt-referred youths, ages 1114, on outdoor adventures. She
said they often wentrockclimbing
or river rafting. The program was

-Campus police will meet with
the victim privately, at a time and
local place of the victim's choice,
to take the victim's report.
-Campus police cannot and will
not notify the victim's ·parents
without the victim's consent,
-Campus police will treat the victim and the victim's particular case
with courtesy, sensitivity, dignity,
understanding and professionalism.
Copies of the complete Sexual
Assault Response Commitment
guarantees are posted throughout
campus.
In an effort to educate students,
campus police officers also visit
·each residence hall at the beginning of every fall quarter to teach
personal safety and how to avoid
violent crimes.
Blue light emergency phones
have also been installed for quick
access to campus police, ·
Rittereiser said. ·
In addition to the blue lights,
entrance telephones were installed
intoeveryresidencehalltwoyears
ago and also can be used for police emergencies:
From page 1
·
As chief of police, Rittereiser ·
January, Haskett said, a capital
stresses what he feels is the most
project he feels has been "very
vital protection against becoming
lucky."
a victim of a violent crime.
Hertz Hall will also receive a new
"I think, more than anything, one
Macintosh lab specialized for mushould use his (or her) common
sic majors. Keyboards will be
sense."
hooked into computers allowing
"Everybody on this campus has
students to create their own music
the relationship with another stucom positions.
dent to call to avoid being alone
"I think it's wonderful but that
-after dark. Plan ahead and use
your common sense;': he said:
it's long overdue. Most junior col-

designed to intervene in the child's
life early on, she said.
She then worked in Seattle at the
Fred Hutchison Cancer Research
Center on a smoking prevention
education program.
She also spent time working on a
National Institute for Health breast
cancer study examining fat intake
and diet issues.
She said the women she worked
with who had breast cancer "were
very inspirational in their courage
in finding meaning beyond their
suffering."
In February of 1990, Ruffer came
to Central as director of the
Women's Resource Center.
The center has four main functions: It facilitates educational programming, provides skill building
workshops, provides information
and referrals, and acts as an advocate for women students.
"OQr mission is to assist women
in achieving full potential in education, personal life and work,"Ruffer
said.
She said the center does this
through "personal empowerment,
expansion ofleadership opportunities, and professional development."
She has seen some change in

women on campus, she said.
"I think women are becoming
more aware of their rights and are
learning to use their voices to negotiate these rights," she said.
But she said she would like to see
a women' sstudentorganization that
would address gender equity and
other issues.
"I would like to help foster a campus climate that is supportive of
women · students and maximizes
their potential," Ruffer said.
She said men are welcome to use
the center's services.
"I would like to see men on campus-students, faculty and stafftake a more visible role in addressing men's issues," she said. "A
men's center would be a great asset
to this campus."
Ruffer said she is concerned about
students' complacency. She said
students should be social activists,
test the limits and really explore
their own potential.
"Don't lose yourself to gain other
people's approval," she said. ''To
maintain integrity, you have to take
risks (even risk of disapproval)."
"Each new challenge teaches.you
something about yourself. Don't
live an ordinary life.".

LINK: Computers to provide greater opportunities

Legislative Week
October 24th & 25th
Inforn1ational n1eetings on Initiatives 601 & 602.
Sunday 7:00 p.n1. in Muzzall Hall
f\1onday 8:00 p.n1. in Barto Hall
October 26th & 27th
Con1e and listen to speakers for and against
Initiatives 601 & 602 at noon in the SUB Pit.

Get informed and know the issues!

leges in the state already have labs
like these," said Thomas Gause, a
Central music professor.
The computers will be used to
teach students about music theory,
ear training, teaching and composition and help them to create and
prepare their own projects, Gause
said. ·
"These are the real benefits to
students that don't usually get appreciated," Haskett said.

The University's catalog is also
on-line so students who want to
look up available classes while
away from campus are able to,
Haskett added.
With the multitude of changes
coming to Central, Haskett would
like to see students become more
computer literate.
"This is basicaliy a plea for students to become more literate,"
he said.

For more
information on

Amnesty International
Contact Richard at 962-2375
Open Mon. - Sat. 9 to 8, Sun. 1 to 4

200 E. 4th, 962-2375

Introducing: .

Advanced Hair Care

have any ·q uestions regarding Initiatives 601 & 602, stop by
SUB 106 and contact Jeff Olsen or Heather flodstrom

Don't Forget To Vote!
to request an absentee ballot for elections on November 2, 1993. To request one, you may
call or w1ite w the auditor of the sounty in '!. h'ich you are registered to vote. Here is a list of counties
along with phone numbers for the county auditor:
'( 206) 748-9121
Lewis
(509) 659-0090
Adams
(509) 725-4971
Lincoln
(509) 243-4164
Asotin
(206) 427-670x470
Mason
(509) 783-1310x618
Benton
(509) 422-3712
Okanogan
(50.9) 664-5432
Chelan
(206) 875-9317
Pacific
(206) 452-7831
Clallam
Pend Oreille
(509) 447-3185
(206) 699-2345
Clark
(206) 591-7430
Pierce
(509) 382-4541
Col'umbia
(206) 378-2161
San Juan
(206) 577-3002
Cowlitz
(206) 336-9305
(509) 7 45-8527 .
Skagit
Douglas
(509) 427-5141x226
Skamania
(509) 77.5-5200
Ferry
Snohomish
(206) 388-3444
(509) 545-3536
Franklin
(509) 456-2320
Spokane
(509) 843 -1411
Garl1e ld
(509) 684-6595
Stevens
(509) 754-2011 x333
Grant
(206) 786-5408
(206) 249-4232
Thurston
Grays Ha rbor
Wahkiakum
(206) 795-3219
(206) 679-7366
Island
(509) 527-3204
Walla Walla
(206) 389-9119
Jefferson
(206) 296-8683
Whatcom
- --- (206) 676-6742
King
~97-6270'
Whitman
(206) 876-7128
Kitsap
(509) 575-4043
Yakima
(509) 962-7503
Kittitas
(509) 773-4001

Ho,,., 0 ,,.,n.:>r
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(Originally from Headhunter)

Brenda & Roseann
I

Open Tuesday-Sattefday g ·
ggg
7
2
5
400 w. 5th ',' -

18th Street Grocery - Deli
-· . . . .... ""•••"""' ........

(Just North of the Football Stadium)

IN THE DELI

IN THE DELI

Buy One Deli Sandwich
Get 2nd One 1/2 price

Fresh Donuts Daily! .
Homemade Soups & Salads!

Olde English 800 Ale

NEW!

~\

~

$2.99
I.D. Required

Sun
Laundry Detergent

18Loads

$1.99

Budweiser Ice
24-12 oz. Bottles

$11.99

CHECK OUT OUR MILK PRICES!!
~~
·Non-fat gallons - $2.49 · __
2% gallons - $2.53
Homogenized gallons - $2.67
IDXC<Y>W?

\

CLIP AND SAVE THIS PIZZA MENU FROM:

18th Street Grocery - Deli
(Just North of Football Stadium, by Anchor M Apartments) ·

We Have The Best Pizza In Town
·16"
12"
8"
$3.99 $6.99 $11.99

Deli Hours: 7 a.rn. - 10 p.01.
Phone Ahead If You Like:

· Includes Up To 4 Toppings & Cheese
EXTRA TOPPINGS:

50¢

.·

. 75¢ -

$1.00

TOPPINGS:
Pepperoni
Italian Sausage .
Pork Topping·
Beef
Salami
Canadian Bacon

Pineapple
Mushroom
Green Pepper
Onions
Olives
J alapenos

Eat in or take out

~

962-3949
Corne Watch
The World Series ·
While You Eat!
,----------------------

' $1 o·0 0 FF ~::~ ~\::i~~~eli
I
II

:
:·
I

962-3949

•.

16" Pizza

with this coupon
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Night on Eart·h ·

PosTcARDst-~

A visual portrayal of two weekend concerts
by Kristy Ojala
Scene editor

The Observer
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Both shows succeeded in netting--:. ~ F
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Concert T-shirts are in the same
league as those shirts given as gifts
from vacationing relatives: "My sever~ _tnnkets ~nd causmg many .
great-aunt went to Reno, and all I ear onf1ces to nng afterward. For ! j ~
got was this dumb T-shirt." They 're others, there was a feeling of loss at '. J ~
exclusive, not exactly brilliant and missing an exciting, rare perfor- ; I c:::> -i
wear thin pretty quickly.
mance.
i i . ~ :r -..
Friends · come back-usually
from a show those· left behind couldn't attend, but wanted t~
adorned in buttons, colorful
band slogans, bumper stickers--the works. Here's a visual chance to share in the
feeling of some recent shows,
even if it was·n 't possible to
be at either one.
First, the energetic Black
Happy, a Coeur D'Alene,
·Idaho, band much-revered by
the Northwest concert-going
crowd, honked out a set in
the SUB Ballroom on Saturday night. Bothofthe group's
albums, the newer Peghead
and Friendly Dog Salad, are
in the Northwest Top 20
music chart.
Second, psychedelic guitar-mongers Smashing
Pumpkins played two soldout shows in Seattle's Oz
Nightclub. Packing 1, 100
fans.of the Chicago baod into
adanceclubbuilttolooklike Black Happy vocalist Paul Hemenway twists
a funhousc was a challenge. tlis mouth to shape the words to a new song.
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Not mosh going on here: Central music fiends swell around the stage at Black Happy's
concert in the SUB Ballroom last Saturday. Body passing isn't prohibited here ...yet.
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even smells Nirvana there
by Amy Garner
International correspondent ·

Sept. 30, 1993
I come from the land of Nirvana.
It is so odd how you do not relate to things until you are gone. I never
identified strongly with the United States until I left. I grew up during
those Republican-era presidential years with a flaming liberal growing
in me.
There were many things I just could not understand, and in tum I did
not feel an affinity ·with the United States. ·
Now that I am away. I feel like I almost own those things which are
American. For example, I do not necessarily· like Nirvana now that
they have gone big, but the other evening at the discotheque, Nirvana
was played, and I felt like screaming, "This is mine!"
I felt myself fighting the urge to jump into the European mosh pit
that had formed, something I would never have to worry about wanting
to do at home.
An unsaid jealousy?
I do not think the English understand Americans; I think they have
trouble comprehending how in a·space just a little over 200 years we
have accomplished so much.
Now that I can look at the United States from a different perspective,
1 see it as a pretty lady full of mystery and intrigue, very powerful and
influential, while underneath all the good looks she has more problems
than she is able to deal with .
The rest of the world sees two such totally- different sides of
America. They see the giving aid, sending troops side, and then they
see the crime-filled cities (with some statistics bordering on those of
third-world countries) side.
Furthermore, others do not understand our system of governmen t.
I was havin g a discussion with one of my housemates, and he was
say ing how President Cl inton had done all these bad things and is just
not operating in the world's interest.
I found it so interesting that he believed the U.S. has to operate with
the world, mostly Great Britain, in consideration.
I also found myself explaining to him we also have a House and a
Senate that are accountable.
I think those viewing the U.S. from anywhere else think Americans
.. owe the world some sort of responsibility. They simply do not realize
there are so many problems at home, that things that must be dealt with.
The British cannot even c;omprehend not being able to go where you
want, when you want. The policemen here do not carry guns. You do
not have the fear here that is ever so present at home in the states.
England is, in a lot of ways, similar to the U.S., though no matter how
similar we seem in language, dress or culture, on the inside we are
always very different.

Amy Garner, 20, is ajwzior, majoring in secondary education, with
a history emphasis, She is currently on exchange at the University of
'Plymouth at Exrnouth in Englandfo_r the 1993-94 school year, studying contemporary history. She worked/or !he Observer/or two years.

No. l Central cadet to meet with White House powers·this week
by Brian Gill
Staff reporter
Central's No. 1 Army ROTC cadet flew to Washington, D.C. this
week and spent time with President
Clinton. Gen. Colin Powell and
Army Chief of Staff Gen. Gordon
R. Sullivan.
Cadet Lt. Col. Curt Schroeder, a ·
21-yca.r-old senior majoring in law
and justice, attended a conference
where these, and other officials
were present. The Assocation of
the United States Army hosted the
event where Schroeder accepted
the Single Special Event Award for
Central's Army ROTC chapter.
The AUSA awarded Ccntral's
chapter first place for the succcssf ul Jr ROTC drill competition
hosted la.st spring by the chapter.

Army ROTC devoted an entire day
to military-style competitions between nine Northwest high school
JrROTC programs.
Schroeder played a large part in

Cadet Lt. Col. Curt Schroeder

the event's preparation by running
concessions. writing letters to the
JrROTC programs and arranging

accommodations for the visiting
cadets and their families.
Because Schroeder was "part of
the team," according to his commanding officer Lt. Col. Gary
Lynde, Schroeder was chosen to
representCentral'sArmyROTCin
D.C.
Schroeder, Central 's Cadet
Ballation Commander, will be attending a number of official luncheons and receptions during his
visit Oct. 18-21. This includes a
President's reception the day
Schroeder and other outstanding
cadets will accept various awards.
Lynde said Schroeder came out as
theNo. l cadet on the order of merit
list.
''Annually, I do what I call an
' order of merit' list with my cadets," said Lynde, who is also the
Military Science department head.

"The order of merit list is based
on a number of things: academics,
ROTC performance and summer
camp scores."
This past summer, Lynde selected
Schroeder to attend Army ROTC
Advance Camp. The purpose of
the six-week camp is to evaluate
. the leadership potential of the cadets.
After six weeks of intense training in leadership ability, weapons
useandproblemsolving,Schroeder
receivedatotalscoreoffouroutof .
five. He placed in the top 30 percent of the 2,500 cadets that competed.
Before he joining the Army ROTC
program just one year ago ,
Schroeder attended the ROTC Basic Camp to discover whether or
not ROTC was for him.
''Out of the 900 to 1.000 cadets

attending, Curt ranked number 13,"
Lynde said.
The AUSA, the sponsor of the
award Central received, supports
the Army and its ROTC programs.
The all-volunteer group grants financia1 assistance to Army members.
Schroeder's award will mean a
great deal more occupational
choices during his eight..:year commitment as an Army officer, he
said.
Beyond Army life, Schroeder
said, his successes in ROTC will
assist in his aspiration of joining
the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
"What I'd like to do is undercover
work," Schroeder said. "Not so
much the shoot 'em up and go in
and get 'em, but real undercover
work."
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Departed bands finally ship out long-awaited releases \MY
:·::::m·: ::

by Kristy Ojala .

tered lyrics accompanied with
drawings of guns, blood and syScene editor
ringes stuck in a man's arm.
The release is a consistent fol• Pearl Jam, Vs. (Epic)
low-up to the last album, with more
Approximately 200 people lined aggressiveness in cuts like "Blood"
up along Main Street at midnig~t and "Animal." Yet a tempering of
on Tuesday for the long-awaited those louder tracks, undoubtedly
release of Pearl Jam's new album. intended for full-color live perforThe 12-track sophomore effort's mances, exists in somber-but
like
release date was pushed back many nearly poppy-songs
"Rearviewmirror" (about the L.A.
times.
This date-shuffling seemed like riots) and "Daughter" (the child'smore of a marketing ploy than any- view narrative is a fighting answer
thing else, but it wouldn't make to "Jeremy").
It seems women are the only
sense for a band as humble as Pearl
Jam to pull that stunt. However, it. ones who escape the band's wrath,
definitely ballooned the expecta- the only ones Eddie Vedder could
tions of consumers anticipating the apologize to in writing his lyrics. A
full page inside the cover is deauthentic release-date.
If no one pays much attention to voted to a summary of PJ's frightthe anti-American/white/male/al- ening two years of international
ternative-rocker subject matter of fame. It evokes a feeling of watchthe songs, they'll probably hit as ing a small animal, full of hope and
solidly as Ten did. If you take the running swiftly, get sucked under a
time to psychoanalyze the liner couple of Goodyear tires.
What have PJ followers done to
notes, though, you'll see embit-

the band by loving it? Well, the
guys still tour, do big-time magazine interviews, and frequent trendy
Seattle places. One would suspect
they're coping just fine.
After you listen to the Starbucksground bitterness on the new album, though, you too may doubt
your reasons for joining the alternative music rat race. Thus: track
eight, entitled
"Rats," a tribute
to an old, lowbudget movie.
The song is a :- . .
fast, screeching ·
comparison of
rat lifestyles to
those of modem
humans who
lose horribly by
our inconsiderate nature.
There is a recurring theme of
hopelessness for contemporary life
in the music industry, yet nearly all
vocalizations of this sentiment are

: :s::-:::
knocked awry by the band's musical approach-firm, deeply appealing vocals and strong, seemingly
non-serious progressions.
•Big Star/
Posies, Live

at Missouri
UniversiJy 41
J.5193 (Zoo)
···.·. Anyone
·who has attended a Posies show knows
how much the
. quartet admires
Big Star, an illfated 70s pop band
· : that never got its
albums out of the
studio before tragedy hit. Seattle's Posies, as well as
the Replacements and R.E.M., are
musicians/fans who have continu9usly paid their respect by covering Big Star hits they'd heard on

:U~~-~~~~~e~e ~~t~;s~:
and "Feel."
Last April, Posies' vocalists Jon Auer and Ken
Stringfellow lobbied to · be
included in the one-time
only reunion of Big Star,
filling at the bassist and co-

i.:Ji!:Jl !:J:·_j.!

:::c':.:
::'.:> -:.:.:-:-:

·· ·.·

::;:·9·::: :
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:~~~1~~;;~:/~1~= ~l!i

Chilton, and in the process : ·:w :.:
make him sound like a : :·.!S :':!:
gravel-eating fool. They
simply overpower his gruffness
with their harmonies, since late
singer Chris Bell originally did
many of the vocals. It's hard to
accept Chilton's jaded voice scraping over silly lyrics like, "She may
be a slut/but she looks good to me."
Listen carefully to "Back of a
Car," "Daisy Glaze," and "September Gurls." Those are the real
treats, fronted by recognizable Posies' harmonies and guitar riffs.

Sun-60: A Serious Rock Band
reflected Jones about the band. "It's
pretty .natural, and we're all good
enough musicians to do whatever
we want."
Fellow songwriter Russo is indicative of the wealth of talent
within Sun-60. He handles his share
of the vocals, plays l~d guitar and
tickles the keyboards in addition to
his songwriting. He said that, unlike Jones, he finds more of his
inspiration to write in literature than
in the stress of the band relationship.
"For me, I think I get most of my
inspiration from books, from stories," Russo said. "It' s not much at

by Dwayne Fatherree
College Press Service
James Brown may be the hardestworking man in show business, but
Sun-60 singer, songwriter and
trumpeter Joan Jones is easily the
hardest-working woman in rock.
Not surprisingly, Jones likens her
songwriting, on a gut level, to that
of another band that derived most
of its creative energy from internal
tensions-the Rolling Stones.
"It's just rock and roll," she
laughed.
"We're pretty lucky, actually,"
PR
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first-I kind of half-consciously
write, constructing the songs in
my head.
"Plus, being on the road, the reading helps chew up a lot of miles.
It leads you back to a lot of other
thoughts."
It is apparent that he has brought
hi~ work ethic to play in Sun-60's
success. In addition to the new
CD and video (which debuted on
MTV's "120 Minutes"), the band
recorded a song for the soundtrack
of "So I Married An Axe Murderer," and will be back on the
road again in late October, probably touring until Christmas.
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il!!Love, life & leaving: Top 10 tissue-toting films
:~:)=t:?: bEyd_tStact West~

====:: ==== ===:=:

cording to the number of
tissues used during view-

In a dram_ atic courtroom scene,
she te11 s him she never 1oved h
. er
husband the_ way she loves h1!11.
F~om ther~ his past catches ~P. with
him, and m the end he wdlmgly
suffers to save her reputation and

:liii:lli·j

ing.

land.
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1 or

%~/ff Thesemovieswere-ratectac=
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(Barbara Hershey). Bette's char· the zany _chtld
· who beacter is
come~ a talented s~nger. She_ may
?utshme her best friend, but Hillary
1s always there for her famous
friend.

"~~~e~::~~~;r~~~:~:,~~~~~
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Ill
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With every look they exchange
andeverysparringmatch,theirlove
-grows, and endures through an illness that will change their lives
forever.

Central's Career Planning &
Placement Center, located in
the Barge 204 (mezzanine), in-

9. Cutting Edge

vites students to visit the'-office
to register for service, use. the
career library with its many
ployer directories, keep posted
on campus interviews, job listings and discuss career concerns
with a counselor.

Douglas Doherty (D.B. Sweeney)
is a cocky, U.S. Olympic team
hockey player who suffers a serious injury.
Not able to play hockey again, he

em-

now on

~~~~r: t~~c~l~~~~~~~~ se~:~.e ~:~ :~o:~~~~:~!:h::~; ;~~n°~ ~0o~~e~hex~:i10c~~s~:~
0

gorgeous jock. fall in love
despitetheirdifferentbackgrounds
and ambitions. But those differences weave them together.
Kate pushes Hubble to be the best
writer he can, and he makes her
· h
·
·
I aug h desptte er senous disposition. Never before has love been as
obvious as when Kate brushes
Hubble's wayward hair from his
face on a busy sidewalk. But in the
end, as the title song goes, all they ·
have left are memories.
2. Sommersby
Another recent movie release
Jack Sommersby. (Richard Gere)
and Laurel (Jodie Foster) bring to
life the kind oflove that survives on
trust and without conditions.
Her husband returns from the Civil
War, but is it really him? She
doesn't think so. but hopelessly
falls in love with the man masquerading as her husband.

tamesherselfishattitude. Shehates
him because he isn't fooled by her
coyishness, and he hates her for
frustrating him so much.
Their
love, strange as it is, seems as potent the fiftieth time as the first.
4. Dr. Zhivago
During the Russian Revolution.
Tom Courtenay falls in love with
Julie Christy. But he is a doctor in
the war who is married and has
children. The doctor is a noble man
whowantssomethinghecan'thave.
This is a classic movie with its
haunting music and beautiful seenery. The tragedy of this story
evolves when he finally confesses
her love--but is it too late?
5. Beaches
A different kind of love story,
"Beaches" follows the friendship
between wild C.C. Bloom (Bette
Midler)andclassyHillaryWhitney

. .DR. MYRON LINDER
t DR. SANDY LINDER
962-2570

Slater) and Caroline (Marissa
Tomei) are night and day. ·
He's the painfully silent. shy busboy who walks around the diner
where they work as ifhe'sstepping
on eggshells. She is the bold, brazen girl just dumped by her boyfriend.
Their hearts meet late one night
in a park when Adam saves her
from being raped. She opens his
eyestoaworldofhockeyandphysical love. He teaches her about pure
love and classical music. Beware:
the ending is bound to kill a
rainforest worth of tissue.

7. A Star is Born
Another Streisand classic, she
plays Esther, a wacky nightclub
singer discovered by a rock star,
played· by Kris Kristofferson.
He coaches her and shapes her
singing career until it surpasses his
own. But his career bums out as
their love ignites.
He feels his failings are holding
her back. His love for her is "Evergreen," as the soundtrack song says.
But he knows he must give up on
their love if she's ever to have the
fame she deserves.

~b~

NATURAL
HAIR COLOR
Schwarzkopf f
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Jennifer Merritt, 20, and Dan •
Deshon,.21, display the joys
of coupledom at a concert.

o

:l'

~

9t
ends up matched with Kate (Moira
Kelly), a famous figure skater looking for a doubles' partner.
This love story is more about foreplay than anything. . They fight,
scream, and even hurl hockey pucks
at each other.
She's spoiled and he refuses to
bend to her every wish. But when
they hit the ice at the Olympics in
France, the coldness between them
dissolves.

10. An Affair to Remember
Nickie Ferrante (Cary Grant), a
painter, . and Terry McKay
(Deborah Kerr) meet on a ship and
fall in love.
·
She's engaged to another, but
can't resist the love between her
and Ferrante. His womanizing ways
end ·when their love begins.
Parting ways painfully at the end
of the cruise, she agrees to break off
her relationship with a millionaire
if he meets her at the top of ·the
Empire State Building in six
months.
But tragedy intervenes and she
never arrives. He is crushed, wondering why she never came. Time
passes and he continues to paint;
one of his paintings brings them
back together. Their love for each
other is timeless and unconditional.

MILITARY RECRUITING:
The Marine Corps will have reps
at an information booth in the
SUB from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m.
Oct. 21-22 and Nov. 16-17.
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOPS Get an early start on the job
search. Plan to attend all three of
the sessions being held in Farrell
111:
Job Search-Getting Started. Oct.
26, 4-5 p.m.;
Resume Writing, Oct. 28, 45p.m.
INTERVIEWINGJOB
SEARCH WORKSHOPS FOR
1EACHERS -An early start will
alleviate stress in the job search.
Plan to attend:
Interviewing, Oct. 21, 3-4 p.m.,
Black 107.
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS: Sign
up schedules are posted two
weeks prior to campus visit date.
Date of recruiting and names of
organizations follow.
The Career Planning and Placement Center has a Career Library with information on employers: company brochures,
notebooks, video tapes and directories which summarize the
companies and give pertinent.
information for the job seeker.
A receptionist will help you to
find information on the companies, or find other related material.
Oct. 26 •BUSINESS MEN'S
ASSURANCE-FINANCIAL&
INSURANCE PLANNING. All
majors. Training program.
•FASTENAL. INDUSTRIAL
SALES/MANAGEMENT. All
majors.
Oct. 27 •SALES AND INDUSTRIAL SALES/MANAGEMENT. WA, OR, CA, UT, MT,
ID. Company deals with industrial and construction sales.
•COPIER CONNEXION.
SALES/ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE. Majors: management, retail management, marketing,
communications. Min. GPA 3.0
Problem solver. computer sales;
previous sales experience helpful. Product: ·Xerox copiers.
Yakima.
·

IGORA
BOTANIC
Jewelry repairing
Ellensburg Blues
Reasonable prices

The most
advanced and

109 W. 3rd. 925-4900
Open 9- 6 Mon. thru Sat.
noon - 5PM Sunday

f)
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English

'Ifie 06server needs your lie{p!

EXEMPTION

•
••
•
•
•
•
•
••

Do you know of someone ·doing
. . . .Exam
Ii·-···
something·
extraordinary?
for EnglOl
••
Exciting? Interesting?
Eng 301
••
Oct. 28
..••
Let
us
know!
(2-4p.m.
•
Register for the
exam at the English
Department Office,
L&L 423
Eligibility requirements: ENG 10 I -qualifying CPT scores;
ENG 301--B or better
in ENG 101 and ENG
102, Junior standing.

•
•
••

Students, staff and faculty -are important to us. We want
to know about.those who are challenging themselves and
experiencing life to the fullest. Contact us at 963-1027·.

········- ······································~·······················

NCAAW 0 93u
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week

This is Real I
The New Air Force ROTC
GUARANTEED Scholarship .

BROUGHT TO
YOU BY
TWO_BEERS
AND SOME
COLD
MEDICINE.

to cash:

Feel the Power of positive choices

Alcohol and medicine can affect your
balance, coordination, and vision.
After drinking or taking medication,
don't ride. That's the best
prescription for your safety. ,¥.,

w

MOTORCYCLE SAFID FOUNDATION

•
••

.~

1.\vo Day:s left
Thur. - SUB Pit - Noon

Meet your BOD Under Tiie ~uence
Fri. - SUB - Noon
Student Alcohol Awareness Panel

-

•Any Academic Major with a Minimum 2.5 GPA
• Must pass ,a Physical Examination and Air Force Qualifying
Test
,
•AGE: Max of 25 upon commissioning (June 30, 1996) ·
(Wcflver up to four years for prior military service)
• Guaranteed employment as an Air Force Officer at $24,000
per year, $40,000+ by fourth year
·Contact Air Force ROTC -- Peterson Hall, Rm. 203 or call
Capt. Butler at (509) 963-2314. Deadline:. 1 Feb 1994
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Textbook prices climb
by College Press Service
Sticker shock isn't just confined
to automobiles-new and returning
college students can expect to see
higher prices for textbooks in their
· ·c ampus book stores, reports Campus Marketplace, the newsletter for
The National Association of College Stores.
It is a well-known fact textbook
price increases far surpass inflationary prices, said Central's University Store manager David Hess.
A study reported that from 1983
to 1993, the price of 100 widely
used freshman and sophomore textbooks rose 91.5 percent, and that
the most recent figures show a 4.8
percent increase in 1993 from 1992.
"We don't have hard data on

monitoring that," Hess said.
"But that (the report) is probably
true when you think about it."
Another study published in the
association's newsletter found that
for 86,886 textbook titles, the average increase from February 1992 to
February 1993 was $2.42, or 7.8
percent.
Hess said the store's volume of
sales rose more than 10 percent last
year, but has fallen below that this
quarter.
The University Store does not
track price increases, he said, but
attributes higher costs to publishers raising prices.
"It's a little hard to judge," he said.
Most of the data used in the studies come from used book wholesalers, which track the price of new
texts.

ilmour
Having been a CW.U
student and now a
business leader Robbe
understands the needs of
the entire community.

Robbe Gilmour

City Council
Let Mr. G work/or YOU
Paid for by the committee to elect Robbe
Gilmour, Louise Danton, Chairman, 2306 Brick Road , Ellensburg Wa 98926
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Talkpa e

byKristyOjala

-----------------------------------------------------------------------!
If you were a really, really nice Oz Nightclub only recognize stars dile Cafe for an acoustic set by
mommy or daddy, would you -ap- like Janet Jackson), he came out
pease your children's boredom by very stewed. The clown, who was a_
leaving suggestive little piles of roadie drafted to be a prop in the
matchbooks lying around the video being filmed, was kind
house? Yeah, met<>&. T-hcn, ifyeu- -enough to bring Vedder with him
were truly mother of the year, backstage, where someone would
you'd prop them in front of the TV recognizethesinger. "Hey.I'm with
at 11 p.m., and make them stare at the clown!" _
a full hour of Beavis & Butthead
PJ is rumored to be scheduling
onMTV. Uh-huh. Well, that's what three shows at the Coliseum soon,
one good mommy in Ohio did Oct. and seeking six unsigned bands to
8, only to find her house and 2- open, so send your brother's
year-old daughter up in smoke. girlfriend's fifth cousin's funk-fuFunny, she did notice her 5-year- sionf'altemative" rock band's tape
old son's growing obsession with on over to them. You never know.
fire after he began watching the They could be the next small thing.
show, so now she'd like to do the
•Quick! What are you going to
old eye-for-an-eye routine and sue do with yourself after graduation? I
the program for promoting pyro- know that come June, my parents
mania. It's the same scenario as the won't give me back my yucky pink,
woman a year or two ago who drank prom-picture laden bedroom at
a fifth of Jack Daniels every day of home. See what the folks from Delta
her pregnancy, then tried to sue the Epsilon Chi (DECA) have to say
distilling company for her baby's about making the transition from
deformities. So, thanks to this newer sheltered classroom life to the
case, the creator behind B & B will (gulp!) career/real world. They will
no longer allow his characters to present a student leadership semisneer lines like, "Fire! Fire!" nar tonight at 7 p.m. in SUB 204Please~ these are ADULT CAR05. It's just not possible to be a
TOONS.
Kling-On forever, as my pa says.
• From the oh, why do I always
• Buddy, can you spare a Ben
have to bring up Pearl Jam, when Franklin? That's what people may
they' re so sick of being famous? ask at the premiere of the 1976
department. .. Pearl Jam singer/tor- Tom Robbins novel 7tumed-movie,
tured man Eddie Vedder would EvenCowgirlsGettheBlues(with
never have seen the second Smash- Uma Thurman), in Seattle, if and
ing Pumpkins show in Seattle last when it's ever released (Robbins
Saturday if it weren't for a very tall and director Gus Vansant are argu.:.
clown wearing a Loyal Order of ing over the date, which could deWaterbuffalo-type hat. After lay it until March). For $100, it's
Vedder tried to enter the venue on rumored you can attend the showhis good looks alone, and was de- ing, rub some well-calloused elnied (because the doorpeople at the bows, then trot over to the Croco-

..9L 'Big 'Tlian/C.9'0u
To f:ill those who helped make the annual
Yakima River Cleanup a Huge Success
A Special Thanks to the Following:
Michele Brown
City of Ellensburg,
- Council, Public Works Tom Ogg
Carter Babcock
Kittitas County
Bob McBride
Commission, Public
Knudson Lumber
Works, Sheriff's
Safeway - Ellensburg
Office, Solid Waste,
&CleElum
County Fair
Price Chopper
O'Neill & Sons
-Cle Elum
Waste Management
Albertsons
Inc.
Mr.G's
Brown & Jackson
Super
1 Foods
Dept. of Ecology
Ginger Harmon
Dept. of Transportation
CWU Auxiliary Services, George Harmon
Bob Morgan
Physical Plant, Food
Wendell Hill
Services
Washington State Patrol Larry Brown
Alden Barton
Ellensburg Rotary
Cle Elum-Roslyn Schools
Ellensburg Chamber
EHS Science Classes
of Commerce
Morgan Middle School
Snyder's Bakery
CWU Residence Hall
Rodeo City Radio
Council;
Ham Club
Tristi
Mlynarek, chair
Kittitas Co. Field
_ASCWU, students,
&Stream
clubs Kris Henry,
Kittitas Co. Search
president
&Rescue
CWU Army ROTC
Thorp Schools
CWUAFROTC
Ellensburg School
Ellen~burg Greys
District
Cle Elum Chamber
Bill Ramsdell
Ron Breckon
Thanks to all, from the Yakima River Cleanup
Committee members, Don Wise, chairman.

R.E.M.,PearlJam(a-gain?!),and
others. Why bother? None of my
friends will be there, unless they
lie or steal. Heck, neither will I.
•Forget that "Whoomp! :rhere
it is!" junk. Live jazz at the Tav
tonight, so turn off that Yakima
Top 40 (even though it's the only
radio station you can receive
clearly) and go shoot some pool.
Or, shell out that $1 you have left
from your escai>ade, and head on
down to the Ellensburg Eagles
Club for some country line dancing lessons. Remember, all you
cowpersons under 21 have to stay
home and dance in the mirror
with yourfavoriteRebaMcEntire
photo (there's one on the cover of
the newest Enquirer ).
• Will you send me some Halloween costume ideas for our special pre-holiday edition? Not that
I can't think of a good one myself,
but I have this friend who...Anyway, they can be stupid, ugly,
controversial costumes you'd
never be caught on-alive in, but
would looove to see on some other
ecto-/endomorphic frame Oct. 31.
The most original ideas will be
printed in full black-and-white
splendor next Thursday. Send
them or other correspondence/insults to my IQ level over to Bouillon 227 by Sunday.
Don't hate me because I'm miserable this week. If you think of
something going on in the 'burg
all 7,000 of us could possibly enjoy.feel free as a larvae to contribute: My opinions alone are
never enough.
,

Time-passers
SUB Happenings:

•••••••••••••••

"1Mike Neun, musician/co~edian, 8 p.m. Fri. in the SUB
South Cafe.
'1 Seattle's newly-signed big
boys, Greenapple Quickstep,
will make some noise in the
SUB Ballroom Sat. at 9 p.m.;
tickets are $8 advance/$9 door..
Comedy group the Whistle
Pigs, live at noon on Mon. Is
everything a joke to us? Yes,
everything.
'1 Billiard king Jack White
will teach a cue.class, then hold
a pool tournament. Demo is
Oct. 29 at noon in the SUB Pit.
'1 The Trenchcoats, Oct. 29 at
9 p.m. and 11 p.m., SUB South

,

v

Cafe.

!l(ist
a

Cife-cfianging
•
ezyenence.

S tuiy ftlbroatf

I

.

Office of International Programs
Naneum Building · 963-3612

.,
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SPORTS
.C entral rally falls ..one point Short to PLU
'Cats fail two-point conversion in final seconds; lose league opener, 49-48.

by Dan Lang
Staff reporter
With seconds to make a decision,
Central' s head football coach
chose the path that led to defeat in
the team's league opener.
Jeff Zenisek's choice to attempt
a two-point conversion failed and
Central lost 49-48 to Pacific
Lutheran.
Central lined up in the power-I
formation to trick the Lutes into
thinking run instead of pass.
The Wildcats planned to pass the
ball to the tight end in the back
comer of the end zone.
When the ball was snapped, PacificLutheran blitzed up the middle
and defender Kevin Winder sacked
Central quarterback Jon Kitna at
the 13-yard line.
The missed two-point conversion
~ved the win for the Lutes.
Although the Wildcats trailed 147 in the first quarter, they rallied
with 21 unanswered points in the
second quarter to take a 28-14 lead
at halftime.
Central held Pacific Lutheran's
quarterback to only 65 yards passing in the first half. But he gained
his rhythm late in the third quarter
after Kitna threw an interception
to Ted Riddall.
Quarterback Marc Weekly led
the Lutes to four consecutive firstdown plays which resulted in a 9yard strike to Jim Shapiro, bringing Pacific Lutheran to within
seven points of Central, 28-21.
The Lutes also scored on their
next two possessions in the fourth
quarter,. which included a 55-yard
pass from Weekly to Chad Barnett
to take a 35-28 lead.
Kitna kept Central illive against a
49-35 deficit. by connecting with
Derek Murrey twice in the fourth
quarter for scores from 49 and 19
yards.
The Wildcats trailed 49-42 with
less than two minutes to play in the
game. Central linebacker Shane

W~h stripped a pass away from
Lute running back Aaron Tang. ·
Kitna took advantage of the turnover and drove the ball 61 yardson
six plays, capping it off with a 15yard touchdown pass to halfback
Tyson Raley with 19 seconds remaining.
·
It was the second time this season, the actions of the Central
players in the final plays helped
determine the game's final score.
Two weeks ago, the Wildcats defeated Lewis & Clark 46-44 on
their final play from scrimage with
a 28-yard field goal by Darrell
Roulst.

The No. 10 Wildcats (4-1) go on
the road Saturday to play Whitworth
(0-5) at 1:30 p.m.
WILDCAT NOTES: Kitnacompleted31 of50passesfor427 yards.
His six touchdown passes broke
the previous record of five held by
Terry Wick in 1974.
Kitna also increased his career
passing total to 3,489 yards and has
more than 3,639 career total offensive yards.
Both marks are school records.
Linebacker Shane Wyrsch was
selected as the Defensive Playerof- the-Week by the coaching staff.
He had an eight-yard interception

late in the game to set upCenttal' s
final touchdown.
He was also credited with eight
tackles, one assist and breaking
up a pass.
The Special Teams Player-ofthe-Week was Jay Duarte, who

snaps the ball for PQ1'ts, field goals,
and extra points. Duarte's snaps
have been vitually perfect all year.
After losing to Pacific Lutheran,
Central slipped from seventh to 10th
in this week's NAIA national football poll.
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Running back Marc Jones gained 121 yards on 24 carries
against the 'Lutes for his fifth consecutive 100-ptus yard
game of the season. His rushin ard total Is now 703.

Split end Larry Bellinger dives for one of his eight pass receptions Saturday. In the
Wildcats' 49-48 loss to Pacific Lutheran, he gained 82 yards passing, including two firsthalf touchdown passes from quarterback Jon Kitna. The two connected from13 yards in
the first quarter and from 16 yards in the second quarter. On the season, Bellinger ranks
second on the team in receptions (25), receiving yards (376), touchdowns (5), scoring (30
points} and has the second longest reception (47 yards) In the team's first five games. As
a team, Central rank_
s second In the nation in passing, first In total offense and fifth in
scoring. The No. 10 Wildcats travel to Whitworth Saturday to face the winless Pirates, in
both teams' second Mt. Rainier League game. The kickoff is scheduled for 1:3 o p.m.
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Men outshoot Whitworth, Women up record
fall short in final score, 1-0 with 9-1 blowout
of Evergreen St.;
Methana scores 3

by Rick Vogler
Staff reporter

Central' s men's soccer team lost
a tough battle to districtleader and
10th-ranked Whitworth 1-0, on
Saturday.
A goal by Whitworth' s Kieran
Barton 10 minutes into the first
half proved to be the game winner, despite the Wildcats
outshooting Whitworth 11-7.
Central fell to 1-1 in district and
7-6-1 overall. Whitworth raised
its district record to 3-0 and overall record to 12-1.
The Wildcats' keeper, Kevin
Steenis, had two saves for the
match, and Whitworth's John
Nagle had four saves.
For the season, Erik Hildebrand
and Casey Rein both lead the team
with nine goals each.
Rein ranks fourth in scoring in
the Northwest Collegiate Soccer

Conference with 22. points.
Hildebrand ranks sixth in scoring
in the conference with 20 points.
Central has two games remaining
in the regular season.
On Oct. 23, the Wildcats play at
Pacific Lutheran for a district
match, and Oct. 30, at the University of Puget Sound in a conference match.
The Wildcats hold in third place
in the conference's Southern Division.
Central must win one of the next
.two games iri order to advance to
the district tournament.
The top two teams in each division advance to postseason play.
Central's head coach Greg
Sambrano said he was pleased with
the way the team played despite
the loss.
"We outplayed them without a
question," Sambrano said.
"The team canie out and played

really well, especially in the second half. I felt that we were the
better team.
"If we play the rest of the season
the way we played against
Whitworth, we're going to be hard
to beat," Sambrano said.
Senior Rick Mullins compared
this year's team with those he has
played on during his last three
years at Central.
"This is the best and most enthusiastic men's soccer team I've
seen (in three seasons)," Mullins
said.
"After a slow start, the tean:i has
progressed a lot. The players are
starting to believe in themselves."
Mullins also said team work and
enjoying the game factored into a
team's success.
"Playing together as a team, and
having fun are the two most important factors for our team to be
successful," Mullins said.

by Paul Williams
Staff reporter
The Central women's soccer team
increased its record to 4-6 with a 91 win over Evergreen State last
Saturday.
Angie Methana led the way with a
hat trick (three goals).
Amanda Frazier and Erin Hamilton
each scored two goals.
Jennifer Murphy, Kerry Moffat
and Amy Roth each placed one
goal.
Frazier had two assists and pushed
her season point total to 18, which
leads the team.
Murphy also had two assists and
Hamilton, Moffat, Timmy Estby,
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Darcy Neil and Pat Long each
had one assist.
Roth led off the scoring with a
goal 15 minutes into the contest.
Murphy added a goal just three
minutes later on a give-and-go
from Frazier off a comer kick.
Frazier scored at the 30-minute
mark and Methana scored two
minutes later. The score stood at
4-0 at halftime.
"That first goal really fired her
(Methana) up," said head coach
Bill Baker.
Central dominated the first half
of play, getting off seven shots
andholdingEvergreenState without a goal, or a shot.
Evergreen State got its onlygoal
early in the second half.
.
But Central answered right back
as Frazier got her second goal of ·
the game on a header off a corner
kick from Murphy.
Hamilton scored in the 57th
minute with aheaderofherown.
Moffat made the score 7-1 with
a volley off a comer kick in the
85th minute.
Methana scored two goals in the
89th minute to complete the scoring.
Sondra Ake went the dist~ce
as the goalie.
Baker expressed his satisfaction
with Ake' s perfonnance as goalie.
"Sondra does a good job. She
hasn't practiced that much at
goalie but she does well," Baker
said.
Everybody who was healthy got
playing time in an effort to give
non-starters the minutes and to
keep the starters healthy, he said.
i "In the second half we took out
some players to give them a rest,"
said Baker.
Central will close out its regular season when it hosts Green
RiverCommunityCollege on Oct.

31.

FALL AEROBICS SCHEDULE
September 20th - December 11th
43 Great Classes Every Week!
4- B.Y.0.F. (Low Intensity)
1· Step (Beg.)
2· A Step Up (Int.)
5- Step, Circuit (3 Step/ 1 Low Impact)
3- Advance Step (Adv.) 6- 20/20 (20 Step/20 Aerobics)

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thur Fri

6:00 a.m. (2)
(3)
(2)
(3)
(5)
• (2)
7:15 a.m. (2)
(4)
9 :00 a.m. (1,2) (5)
(1,2) (4)
(1,2)
12:10 p.m. (2,3) (2)
(2)
(2,3)
(5)
3 :00 p.m. (2,3) (2,3) (6)
(2,3) (5)
4:15 p.m. (1,2) (1,2) (4)
(1,2) (1,2)
5:30 p.m. (4)
(2,3) (2,3) (5)
(2)
(1,2) (4)
6:45 p.m. (6)
(4)
8 :00 p.m. (3)
(6)
(2)
(6)
Saturday - 10:10 a.m. Sunday - 2:30 p.m.

The top four teams from the
NAIA District I will go on to
postseason play.
WILDCAT NOTES: Last
Sunday's
game
against
Whitworth was cancelled because
of a scheduling mix-up.
The time of the game was
thought to be at noon in Spokane.
Whitworth thought it was at
10:30 a.m., and when Central arrived at Whitworth at 11 a.m.,
Whitworth was unwilling to reschedule the game that day and
wanted Central to forfeit.
"Last January when I sched:uled the game with Whitworth's
coach, we agreed it would be at
noon," Baker said.
"Monday I got a copy of our
schedule and they drew a line
through it and changed it to 11
· a.m ..." Baker said.
He said the game will probably
be rescheduled but there is a slim
chance Central will have to forfeit.
Baker said he does not expect
this to happen and pointed out the
effect a forfeit would have on the
team's chances of making the
playoffs.
"I can't s~ how they could make
us forfeit,"said Baker. "If we do
have to forfeit, our chances to
make the playoffs are gone," he
added.
"I wish we would have played,
we were ready to go," said Baker.
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Women's Rugby Club begins season with attitude
~Y

Mark Sarbach
Staff reporter
Adrenaline rushes and liberating
feelings propelled the Central
women'srugby clubtoa45-5 win
over.Whitman College last Saturday.
Club President Kim Miller and
fly-half Kerry Trabonteach scored
twice.
Wing Jodie Ramey scored three

playing rugby.
''Too many women shy away
from contact sports because they
have been told they can't do them.
The key is not size, but attitude."
This year's team has already
started to click onto the concepts
of the game.
But Terry said the team needs t<:l
get mentally prepared and build
confidence.
Terry said rugby does not require a killer attitude, although it
helps.
Two weeks ago, the Central
women lost their first game to
Gonzaga University in the final
minutes of the game. !tended with
a score of 12-5.
Rookie Hillary Fouts said she
was surprised when in her first
game the player that tackled her
helped her get back up.
Kim Miller said she got involved
with rugby because of the camaraderie of the sport.
"If there is a fight on the field, it
doesn't continue when the game
is·over," Miller said. "You can be

times.
Trabont was 5-of-7 on conversion kicks.
"The backs passed· more than
the last game," Ramey said.
Miller said she was very happy
with the team's performance.
"We are finally doing things
right," Miller said!
Diana Teny said she likes the
"liberating" feeling and the
adrenaline .rush she gets while

MOVIES, MUNCHIES
...EVEN BOOKS
AND SCHOOL
SUPPLIES.
SAVE LIVES
AND MAKE
EXTRA MONEY.
· DONATE PLASMA
AND EARN UP TO
$145/month.

THE

Donating plasma is a great way to make extra spending money. And
it helps provide vital medical products. Burn and shock victim~.
surgery patients, and persons with hemophilia all depend on plasma
products.
Giving plasma is safe, easy to do and very rewarding. You
can donate between classes or make donating a fund raiser for your
student organization. For more information, call or come in to our
plasma center today.
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$3.95

HAPPY'S MARKET

207 WEST EIGHTH AVE

79 ¢

The club had 41 women turnout at the beginning of the year.
After the first "tackling practice" the number dwindled to
30.
Miller said the team doesn't

Ragg Wool Gloves
Sweat Pants
Mens & Womens sizes
New

457-7878

.~WINE

the field, it doesn't
continue when the
game is over. You can
be friends with the
girl who kicked you
in the head.
Kim Miller

worry about injury, but some of
their parents do.
Diana Terry said worrying about
injury was never a factor in her
decision to play rugby.
"If you're mentally prepared and
thinking about how to protect yourself before the tackle, you don 't
have to worry," Terry said.
· Miller said she tries to teach
proper self-protection during practices.
She teaches three important elements of self-protection, these include where the tackler places th~ir
head during a tackle; ruck and
maul entrances; and what to do
when the scrum collapses.
Miller said some positions are
more dangerous than others.
She pointed out that this year's
team could be a strong contender.
The scrum is strong and the game
concepts are being quickly understood by the new players.
She said club members in the
past didn't understand the game as

Ill FORTMAC ·E

Mon. thru Thur. 8:00am-8:00pm
Friday
8:00am-5:00pm
Sat. & Sun.
8:00am-4:00pm
26 S. 2nd Street• Yakima, WA
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EXTENDED I
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friends with the girl who kicked
you in the head."
This type of attitude is nonexistent in other more popular
sports Miller said.
"Rugby can be difficult to learn
because it is different from any
other sport," .she said.
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Women, Tollefson
cruis~ to first place
at home invitational
by Jason Goldner
Sports editor
Eric Tollefson took first place
for the third time this season and
the Central women's team also
finished first Friday at the Central
Invitational cross country meet.
Tollefson outraced Puget
Sound's Jon Westerman by four
seconds in the men's 8-kilometer
race, finishing in 25 minutes, 48
seconds.
Seven of Pugel Sound's men finished in the top l 0 as the Loggers
topped the second-place Central
men with a learn score of 23.
Brent Hooper was the only other
Wildcat to finish in the top 10 as
he took fourth place with a time of
25:57.
The Central women placed two
runners- Rebecca Hill a,nd Kristi
Kirchner - in the top l 0 to finish _
with a learn tot.al of 47.
Hill finished the 5-kilometer
course in 19: 13 to capture second
place and Kirchner finished sixth
in 20:21.
"We all ran really well even
though we didn't have a lot of
competition," Hill said.
Brenda Funk, from Bellevue
Community College, took first
place in the women's race, running the course in 18:36.
The women's team from
Bellevue CC and Central each
collected 47 points, but the Wildcats received the first place honors because the tiebreaker was
decided by each team's sixth runner.
Coach Spike Arlt said he was
pleased with the women's team's
first-place performance.
·
·Tm delighted that our ladies
won the trophy," Arlt said. "They
all are running better and increas-

. ing their intensity."
Arlt also commented about the
men's second-place finish.
"Tollefson 's still doing a good
job for us and Hooper really improved over the last week," he
said.
"Those two are helping the
men's team in the scoring."
The top two schools in the district will go to nationals. Arlt said
he is eying the second spot while
trying to catch division leader
Puget Sound.
"UPS is the team for us to beat,"
he said. "We've been doing highintensity intervals and will begin
tapering down toward the end of
the week."
Hill said the upcoming meet
will be important in determining
whether Central' s team goes to
nationals.
"It's going to be a tough meet
and we're going to have to run
well so we can · be ranked for
nationals," Hill said.
WILDCAT NOTES: The
men· sand women's teams travel
to Western Saturday.
The Western Invitational will
be the final tuneup for the cross
.country teams before the district
meet at Tacoma on Nov. 6.
At the Central Invitational
Western' s men's team finished
in fifth place out of five schools
and the women's team was incomplete.
Central' s Heather MacPhee and
Doreen Le Vander both sustained
injuries and were unable to participate at the Central Invitational.
MacPhee has a stress fracture in
her leg and is expected to be out
for the season, according to Arlt.
LeVander had an irritated nerve
in her hip but is expected to return
Saturday.

" Dave Fiske/The Observer

Alicia Deming, a sophomore from Seattle sprints for the finish line at the Central Invitational cross country meet. The women's team had their best finish of the season by
placing first out of the five schools. The cross country teams next race is at Western.

CENTRAL INVITATIONAL STATISTICS
MEN'S RESULTS
· Team scores -- Puget Sound 23, Central 59, Bellevue CC 96, Lower Columbia 115, Western 138.
Top 10 -- 1. Eric Tollefson (Central) 25:48, 2. Jon Westerman (UPS) 25:52, 3. Eric Cook (UPS) 25:54, 4. Brent Hooper
(Central) 25:57, 5. Greg Fox (UPS) 26:11, 6. Josh Montgomery (UPS) 26:21, 7. Roger Bailous (UPS) 26:35, 8. Timothy Leary
(UPS) 26:46, 9. Kirby Leufroy (UPS) 27:00, 10. Jason Graunitz (Lower Columbia) 27:04.
Other Central placers: 12. Kelly Mattson 27:10, 18. Mike McDermott 27:42, 24. Rusty Miller 28:42, 27. Corey Rasmussen
29:01, 32. Ted Winskell 30:19.
WOMEN'S RESULTS
Team scores -- Central 47, Bellevue CC 47, Puget Sound, Lower Columbia and Western incomplete.
Top 10 -- 1. Brenda Funk (Bellevue CC) 18:36, 2. Rebecca Hill (Central) 19:13, 3. Rachelle Lambert (Western) 20:12, 4.
Rhonda Andrews (UPS) 20:13, 5. Gina Kimsey (Bellevue CC) 20: 14, 6. Kristi Kirchner 20:21, 7. Melissa Moffett (unattached)
20:30, 8. Kerri Vinther (Bellevue CC) 20:31, 9. Robyn Barlow (UPS) 20:44, 10. Joey Harkcom (Lower Columbia) 20:48.
Other Central placers: 12. Kendall Daniels 21 :10, 13. Leah Hodson 21 :23, 14. Beth Bosley 21 :22, 16. Tracy Eager 22:01,
17. Alicia Deming 23:39, 19.Stephanie Brown 24:01.
·

1993 CWU HOMECOMING
SK FUN RUN
RACE BEGINS:
10:30 A.M.
LOCATION:
Nicholson Pavilion
PRE-REGISTER AT:
University
Recreation
SUB 212
COST:
$7.00 Per Person
Includes T-shirt &
Kozy Cooler
DATE:
October 30, 1993
PRIZES:
This event is in conjunction with Timex Fitness Week and
prizes will be awarded during the event along with ribbons
awarded to' the first 3 finishers in each division.

Attitude: Fierce.play brings
Women's Club first victory
From page 17
well.
She said some women only
showed up for the games. '
It is hard to teach an intricate
game like rugby to members that
don't come to practice.
Miller said the game is addictive.
"Once some people start playing
the game, they 're hooked," Miller
said.
There is an adrenaline kick that
takes you over during the game.

Some players are addicted to
the adrenaline rush but still wonder why they play rugby she said.
According to Miller, Rugby is
not a typical sport.
She also said women's rugby is
not the sport for a stereotypical
woman.
Central's Women's Rugby Club
was started fall quarter of 1990 by
women who were tired of the "you
can't do that" anitude.
The club has grown from about
14 enthusiasts to a team of 30.
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A NEW Program for Japanese language MUSIC, CD'S, VCR Videos & Nintendo.
study! The Office of International
I buy, trade, sell. Call for info, Dale 962Programs is taking applications for
1880.
'
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has
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playing
all
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and
calling.
1-800-932-0528,
ext.
75.
more information.
(30 mpg). Many newer parts. Must sell
by Jason Goldner
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Sports editor
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Centraf'S'volleyball team colLeidecker srud she beheves that positions at your school. Flexible hours. Au~tral (Valdivia). Por favor, 11.ame a la
lected a pair of wins to finish on top
more t~ energy_ has accounted Call TODAY! 1_800 _950 _1037 Ext.
oficma de Programas lntemac1onales: FOR SALE 1986 Honda scooter. Low
at the University of Victoria Invita- f~r th~ senes.of wms.
, 3007.
963-3612. Pronto!
~iles, good condition. Black. $535,
tional voileyball tournament Sat. Wte r~tpla~mg as a theamh _anhd ou;,
STUDY ABROAD! in Avignon, France! includes helmet. 925-4166.
urday.
10 ensi y is muc
ig er, EARN CASH stuffing envelopes at
A
ted
ta ht .th
cce 1era 1anguage ug WI
LOVING SPAYED KITTY
d
.
The Wildcats opened the compeLe
. 1'deck er sm"d · "Int ens~"ty, con- home · Send SASE top ·0 · Box 395 '
electives in French. Apply now for
nee scaring,
tition by defeating the University
s1stency and bet~~r passmg have Olathe, KS 66051.
Winter Quarter. Call Office of lnterna- dog-free, indoor home. 925-4205
of British Columbia 16-14, 15-6. - really helped us..
FOR SALE! Do you need a couch?
tional Programs at 963-3612.
Six Central players - Tracy
Pearson also pomted out that the We can fix you for cheap! Cal_I962Travers, Brenda Hargand, Connie
Wildcats have been improving 3938 . We may have what you need!
ANNOUNCEMENT! APPLICATIONS
OBSERVER
Petersen, Chris Leidecker, Kristi
their come-from-behind play.
for the prestigious Japanese Ministry
Classifieds
"There have been times (during ALL ED. Majors! Be insured when you (Monbusho) scholarship are available
Huschka and Jill Taylor -- each
the last three matches) where we student teach - Join SWEA. Call Dave, now! Study at Shimane University. Call
tallied four kills.
WORK!
-Travers collected 10 more kills in
haveJalien behindouropponents, 925-2940.
Office of International Programs for
G)
Call 963-1026
the next match against Victoria as
but we've all stuck together and CHRISTMAS AROUND THE WORLD! more information call 963-3612.
the -Wildcats defeated the host
refused to give up," Pearson said. Great hostess program. To order or
APPLICATIONS FOR exchange study
school 15-7, 16.;14.
"This is why we are doing well book a party: 968-4195.
in Australia, China, Hungary, Japan

Volleyball team
wins 4th in row

CLASSIFIEDS

up

TaylorandJody White each added
six kills and Leidecker had 28 assists.
The Wildcats have won four
straight improving their District I
record to 2-3 and their overall record
to 12-11.
Head coach John Pearson said he
credits the team's winning streak to
team work.
"We 're really on a roll right now,"
he.said. ''This is the best our team

and I think we'll continue our
streak."
Central travels to Seattle Pacific
tomorrow night and comes home
to face Western on Saturday.
WILDCATNOTES: Saturday's
meeting between Western and
Central is the second meeting between the two teams this season.
The Vikings defeated the Wildcats 3-1 in a match earlier this
season.

BECOME A

QUALIFIED
CARE GIVER

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT Exchange and Mexico due January 1, 1994. For
Program (ISEP) applications are now in more information call 963-3612.
the Office of International Programs.
Plan ahead--they are due January 1,
STUDY SPANISH any quarter in
1994.
Morella, Mexico. CWU and Centro
Mexicano
International offer language
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE.
What is it? An opportunity to study for and culture classes. The cost is
in-state tuition at out-of-state schools. approximately $2300 per quarter tor
Which schools are participating? Call tuition, housing, meals and excursions.
Applications available now at the Office
963-3612 (Office of International
of International Programs at 963-3612.
Programs) to find out!
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Earth Share'"

FEED THE DEFENSIVE .
LINE WITHOUT SACKING
YOUR WALLET.

FORTHE-

PHYSICALLY CHALL ENG ED

-----,
Lunch-for 2

Hours:

Classes:

November 8, 1993 -. November 19,.1993
Monday - ~riday: 2:30 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.

CPR on Saturday, November 13-, 1993
9:00 a.m. - 12:0Q p;m.

Hal Holmes Center
201 N~- Ruby, Ellensburg
Cost $125* includes: · • State. test
• State Registration
* Completely reimbursed if
Books
hired by a medical facility
• Medical Supplies

Tackle a great deal
from Domino's Pizza~ In 11 am - 1 am Sun.-Thurs.
·30 minutes or less, we'll 11 am - 2 am Fri.~ Sat.
Our drivers carry less
deliver an oven fresh,
than $20.00.
_custom-made pizza to. '
Limited delivery area.
your door. We use only
the freshest ingredients,
SECOND PIZZA DISCOUNTS
100o/orealcheese, and
our own special sauce.
~t-ID Larg~ with Onc-Topping-$7.00
Domino's Pizza guaran- 2MD Mediu~ with One·Topping- $6.00
tees to always make a
great play. And we'll do it

~I
I II .
I
I +
.I Thin & Crispy
_or Regular I
'
- Crust
I.
I
1100<!•------.. . --I
1 MEDIUM 2-TOPPING PIZZA . 2 CANS OF COKE9
OR DIET C()KE9

~~~g::~~~~~~~:~I ·I~;;~:
CALL US! 925.:.5941
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$649 . I
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·

. · expires 12.-2·4 .93
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I Wildcat
I CASH DISCOUNTS I
I Special
I $3.00 OFF
$5.00p1ustax I
$7 .99plustax I Any Large Thin Crust I
Philly
I
I $2.00 OFF I
WHCC
Any Medium Thin Crust
.
I
I
I
I Call Will Swearingen or Barbara Wolf 925-4171 I I
I
I
I
I
=.~.liiJi Washington Health Care Center
1 . ;~=~~=:.-:.= 111 ~===~=== 1 ~==-~~=-:~::
•111111~
Gold Leaf
°""
_,..lllly 1
0

Hot-Sub
Meal Deal

within 1 year of certification

This program is supported by Kittitas Valley Home Health,
Gold Leaf and Royal Vista

• 6"
Cheese Steak
or Zesty Meatball Sub
• 1 Bag of Chips
1 can of Coca-Cola
or Diet Coke

1 Medium 2-Topping Pizza
PLUS your choice of a
Garden Fresh Salad or
Domino's Twisty Bread.
Expires 12-24-93
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1050 E. Mountain View Ave.• Ellensburg• 925-4171
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. HOME OF THE BEST & LARGEST PIZZA IN ELLENSBURG

pizza
place

Seahawks Sunday Special

' - = = =-::...I

IN THE PLAZA
716 E 8TH
ELLENSBURG

While watching the game at Frazzini's Pizza
We 9ffer you a large Pepperoni ~izza (no additional toppings)
and a pitcher of Pepsi Product for $7.50 ·
Or

Any large pizza for medium price
and Happy Hour Prices

OPEN WEEKDAYS
11 :OOam - 1:OOam
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
11 :OOam - 2:00am

925-9855

CURRENT
ELLENSBURG
PIZiA HUT &
DOMINO'S
COUPONS
ACCEPTED

•r-----------------~-----------------r----------------,
Meat Lover's Special • Combination Special 1
2 Medium
1
: (Choose Up To Three Meats):
: Large $10.98 Medium $8.98 :
I DINE IN•
I CARRY OUT
I

Large $13.00
Medium $10.00

FAST•SAFE I DINE IN·
DELIVERY I CARRY OUT
I

Expires 12-31-93

:
1

FAST•SAFE I
DELIVERY :

1 ·Topping Pizzas
for $8.98

:

I
CARRY OUT I

DINE IN

I

Expires 12-31-93

:

I

Expires 12-31-93

L-12"~~~2t~t~~~E~~~-L-12"~~~2t~t~~~~~E~-~rr~z~itE~J>l~~~E12-E~~
:
Na~hos or
: $3.00 Off
$2.00 Off : 16 0~. Iced Latte :
Chicken Hot
Wings $3.00

1

:
I
I
I

:

CARRY our•

DINE IN

Single $1.00
Double $1.25

1 Any Large (16") Any Medium (13")1

Pizza
DINE IN.

I CARRY OUT
I

Expires 12-31-93

Pizza

:

FAST•SAFEI
DELIVERY I
Expires 12-31-93

I

I

CARRY our•
I

DINE IN

I

Expires 12-31-93
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: FREE NFL
!: w-11111•
FOOTBALL
castrol
:

castrol. i

BIFICIAl.l YLICENSED

:

!-•

1 Oil Change
:
I
I
I
I
I
... ,,
I
I
...
I
I MAIL-IN-OFFER
I
I
I
I
Free NFL Tee1m Football Coupon
I
·Offer valid on Castrol oil changes between -~ 1993 and
1993.
I • To receive your rrne NFL Team Football:
I
1) Fill out this Official Rebate Coupon with your name, address. and zip code.
I
I (Coples or lacslmllles will not be acce(ited).
I 2) Receipt
Attach the receipt (copies or facslmilles wlll not be accepted) for your Castrol oil change. I
must be dated between the dates shown above.
I 3) Mail the entire ad which includes this Cllupon and dealer receipt to:
I
Castrol Free NFL Team Football Otter- P.O. Box 7421 - Young America, MN 55573-7421 I
I 4} Tea:n Football request must be postmarked no later than January 31, 1994.
I • Void where prohibited. Limited to 2 Footballs per ;~ousehold (One Football per Castrol oil change.) I
Requests exceeding limit will not be honored or returned. Allow 8to10 weeks for delivery.
I
I • This otter cannot be combined with any other Castro! offer.
I Name
I
I City
Address
I
State
Zip _ __
I Fill
in team ila;ne of your choice:
I
(If no team is chosen, an NFL logo football will be sent.)
I
I
I
Hill's Auto Repair & Quick Lube
I
1102 Canyon Road
925-1665 •
1
L

$22.95

COMPLETE FOREIGN &
DOMESTIC AUTO REPAIR
•Brakes
•Transmissions
•Electrical
•Engines
•Tune-ups
•Clutches
· ... And More

Dec. 1

-------------------

~ Lube,

Oi-1, & Oil Filter
No Appointment Necessary

~·

::iii

Maximum protection against
viscosity and thermal breakdown.

1102 CANYON RD
Next to Les Schwab Tires

925-1665
Mon-Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Open Saturdays

--

VISA

